Fluorogold labeling of descending brain neurons in larval lamprey does not cause cell death.
In our previous double-labeling studies, the fluorescent anatomical tracers Fluorogold (FG) and Texas red dextran amine (TRDA) were used to demonstrate that descending brain neurons, approximately 80% of which are reticulospinal (RS) neurons, in spinal cord-transected larval lamprey regenerate their axons. However, the numbers of FG-labeled descending brain neurons decreased significantly with increasing recovery times, from 2 to 16 weeks. For some FG-labeled mammalian neurons, FG appears to degrade and/or be lost over time, while in other neurons this tracer can kill neurons. In the present study, these possibilities were examined in larval lamprey for FG-labeled descending brain neurons. As in our previous studies, FG was applied to the spinal cord at 40% body length (BL, relative distance from the head) to retrogradely labeled descending brain neurons, and after recovery times of 2, 8, or 16 weeks, HRP, a non-toxic retrograde tracer, was applied to the spinal cord at 20% BL to determine if the numbers of HRP-labeled neurons were reduced. At these three recovery times, the numbers of HRP-labeled descending brain neurons were not significantly different than the numbers of HRP-labeled neurons in control animals that were not labeled with FG. Furthermore, the size and morphology of cell bodies and dendritic trees were not noticeably different in descending brain neurons with and without FG. Thus, in larval lamprey, FG does not appear to kill these neurons, but some FG probably is degraded and/or lost from neurons with increasing recovery times.